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Mr J Markwell 
Reading Borough Council  
Civic Offices 
Bridge Street 
Reading 
RG1 2LU 
  14th January 2021 
 
Dear Mr Markwell, 
 
Former SSE Offices, 53 – 55 Vastern Road, Reading (200188) 
 
I am writing in response to our ongoing dialogue regarding our planning application ref: 200188 at Vastern 
Road Reading. 
 
I welcomed the constructive discussions that we had with yourself and Julie Williams prior to the Christmas 
break, and feel that progress has been made on several matters. As I understand it the outstanding matters 
which needed our response are as follows; 
 
 
Environment Agency/Ecology 

 Overshadowing of the River Thames leading to damage to marginal habitats:  This matter was 
raised by the EA who currently maintain their holding objection.  At our meeting with you and Julie 
on 10th December Julie indicated that the Council had ‘been persuaded by the arguments set out’ 
that demonstrate that any perceived harm cannot be avoided through scheme design, and 
therefore mitigation or compensation measures are appropriate as set out in the NPPF paragraph 
175 and as suggested by the EA in their ‘option 2’ (see letter dated 16th October 2020). 

 As demonstrated during our meeting on 2nd December, the existing marginal planting installed 
underneath and around the bridge is already impacted by shading below the bridge and under the 
ramps. For completeness I have attached the photos (shown at that meeting) of the existing area 
to demonstrate the current situation.  

 We have offered to install further shade tolerant plants, in consultation with the EA, in order to 
supplement and enhance the marginal planting in this location.  

 In addition, we have sought the advice of Salix, who are a specialist in the creation of new Riverside 
and Wetland habitats.  

 Salix have reviewed the potential options on both sides of the River Thames and have proposed 
options for both the northern bank on Christchurch Meadows, and to the east of Christchurch 
Bridge to extend the existing marginal planting which was installed as part of the Christchurch 
Bridge planning permission. 

 On the northern bank, our proposals would be to install brushwood and coir rolls. The brushwood 
would be used from the river bed level, then coir rolls would be installed on top of the water level 
which work in front of an engineered river bank wall. 

 On the southern bank, the existing coir rolls have failed east of Christchurch Bridge as they were 
only installed with just a single coir roll. Salix have recommended a double width of coir roll and 
the use of rock rolls to provide a buffer against the wave action on the River Thames. Thereafter, 
the new marginal habitat can establish in the rock rolls and will be able to prove to be a much more 
effective marginal habitat. 

 We welcome the Council’s agreement that NPPF paragraph 175 mitigation hierarchy can be 
applied, and it would therefore appear, given the advice we have received from Salix, that a 
mutually beneficial solution can be agreed.   

 This would remove the requirement to lose any quantum of development whilst also meeting the 
EA’s objectives and RBC’s aspiration to enhance biodiversity riverside settings, and enjoyment of 
the river by the public.  
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 With regards to our discussions surrounding the impact of large canopy trees and their relationship 
to the proposed development, our landscape architect, in consultation with our Arboricultural 
consultant, has reviewed this point further. 

 Our review shows that we can use a small canopy variant of the EA’s preferred tree species which 
should also meet the concerns of your landscape officer regarding future conflict with the 
development.  I enclose plan ‘448.LA.102F Planting Framework Plan’ which sets out options for 
alternative planting which we hope you agree is a sensible compromise between both parties. 

 In light of this, I would ask officers to consider the proposed mitigation measures that we have 
outlined above, and we hope that this objection can be removed. 

 
 
North/South Link 

 Further to our meetings on 2nd December and 10th December and your email dated 8th December, 
we were pleased to hear that you are supportive of the changes we have made to the Northern 
Part of the link.  You indicated that the layout of the public realm in the northern half of the site 
which incorporates the north/south link; public spaces; building frontages; riverside café; and 
integration with the river side, is now welcomed, and the incorporation of the switchbacks is 
accepted by the Council. 

 We also note your support for Berkeley making the full £200k contribution for the Vastern Road 
crossing on the southern end of the proposed new link. 

 However, with regards to the middle part of the site we note that your outstanding concerns appear 
to relate to the lack of visibility of the River/Christchurch Bridge from the central area of the site 
and you have proposed the full or partial loss of Building C ‘The Goods Store’, to enable visibility 
to be achieved a little earlier on the journey south to north along the route.  

 As demonstrated in the photographs presented in our meeting on 10th December, irrespective of 
changes to the proposed development, the existing site levels do not allow for views of the River 
and residential levels cannot be reduced as to fall below 38.6m AOD as they would then not comply 
with the requirements of the Flood Risk Assessment. 

 You have acknowledged that a straight route connecting the Bridge and Reading Station and the 
subsequent view of the bridge from Vastern Road is not achievable due to the retention of the SSE 
equipment. 

 The proposed scheme as submitted has been designed to deliver a well-balanced new community 
within Reading. A direct route has been provided through the site, flanked by areas of high quality 
landscaping supplemented by tree planting along the route. 

 We understand your position is that you are not willing to do any further work on the project to 
resolve any of the above outstanding matters until we address your concerns in relation to the 
North/South link. 

 We have again reviewed the North South Link and are of the opinion that the proposed design 
solution does meet the aspirations of the RSAF, and that the Policy objectives relating to the route 
are achieved in our proposed scheme, including; strong place making, landscape and public realm, 
active frontages, the route is also fully integrated into the development and urban design solution. 

 As per our discussion, you agreed a straight route cannot be presented but asked that this view 
point be achieved earlier. At our meeting we highlighted that removal of Block C in its entirety 
would achieve visibility of the Bridge 15.6m metres earlier than currently proposed. This was on 
the basis that a large wall and dense landscape buffer would still be required to screen the SSE 
equipment given the loss of the building.  

 However, losing the building in its entirety would have meant a loss of 10 dwellings from this area. 
A change of this significance to Block C would not only have a negative impact on the schemes 
viability but would also result in broader design and public realm changes which are 
disproportionate to the benefits that would be gained from its retention.  

 The retention of a building along this part of the site also plays a pivotal role in mitigating the noise 
levels from the SSE equipment, especially limiting the detrimental noise for the future residents 
and public using the external amenity areas within the proposed development. 

 The proposed scheme as submitted has been designed to deliver a well-balanced new community 
within Reading. 
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 A direct route has been provided through the site, within areas of publicly accessible, high-quality 
landscaping. This route, provides spaces for all to enjoy, coupled with the elevated viewing deck 
over the River Thames adjacent to our proposed Café. 

 Careful consideration of the existing and proposed ground and building levels through the site 
ensure that the whole of the development is fronted by dwellings to create an active frontage 
throughout the scheme from Christchurch Bridge through to Vastern Road, enlivened by doors 
and windows which also provide the benefit of natural surveillance.  

 Our scheme allows for much softer changes in topography to ensure that the scheme is as inviting, 
open, and navigable as can be, connecting Vastern Road, the Thames Towpath and Christchurch 
Bridge, with the significant differences in levels, working as seamlessly as possible. We have also 
developed and included within our proposals a wayfinding strategy which echoes elements of 
Christchurch Bridge in order to further enhance legibility. 

 A partial loss of the Goods Office building would therefore only give a negligible improvement on 
seeing views of the bridge earlier but may lose many of the positive benefits that retention of the 
building brings to the wider scheme.  

 Therefore, it is our view that given the many constraints our proposed design solution should be 
welcomed, given the many positives derived from the buildings retention in its entirety outweigh 
any justification for its loss. 

 We ask officers to reconsider our proposals and take a balanced view reflecting not only on the 
points raised above, but in the context of the wider site benefits including the provision of affordable 
housing.  

 Further to the changes that we have made to the scheme so far and the continual work we have 
been undertaking in order to resolve other matters, we are not able to make any further changes 
to the proposed north/south route.  

 
 
Affordable Housing 

 We submitted a viability appraisal in February 2020 which demonstrated that the proposed 
development does not viably support the provision of any affordable housing. 

 We understand that the Council has had this externally assessed by BPS, following an agreement 
with Berkeley to cover the £15k fees associated with this external review. However, the 
conclusions of their report and overall summary to the Council have not been made available for 
Berkeley to review and/or comment.    

 Since the submission of the viability report as part of the planning application in February 2020, 
the viability position has changed as a result of the further changes which we have made to the 
scheme including; 

o The revised cost of the energy strategy which includes ASHPs (circa £1.5m including an 
increased carbon offset payment of £228k); 

o Full £200k contribution to the cost of the Vastern Road Crossing; 
o Amendments to the build cost to reflect updated values at the end of last year which have 

increased, given that the viability was prepared over a year ago; 
o Amendments to the CIL, S106 and 3rd party costs further to the partial extracts of the BPS 

report we have seen. 
 We have updated our viability submission, which I have attached for information, which 

demonstrates that the current scheme under your consideration now shows a deficit of £17.755m; 
a £2.5m increase in deficit from the originally submitted scheme (February 2020).  

 Further to our above comments and updated viability submission, I would like to reaffirm that 
we are still offering a provision of 20% affordable on site based on the current scheme 
under your consideration; this amounts to 42 apartments. The tenure split will be 55% Shared 
Ownership and 45% Affordable Rented following your request for a mixed tenure. 

 In addition to this and as per our letter dated 12th November, we intend to deliver these homes 
within one of the earlier phases of our development and would be willing to look at an appropriate 
trigger as part of any S106 negotiations. 

 Given the extent of the deficit and in the event we go to an appeal, due to the additional costs 
which the scheme has incurred as a result of changes made and any appeal, we would be unable 
to stand by our betterment offer of 20% and any subsequent appeal would be on the basis of 
zero affordable housing on site, but with the inclusion of a suitable review mechanism.  
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Vastern Road Application Benefits 

 The development at Vastern Road is proposed to deliver 209 high quality new homes through the 
regeneration of a disused brownfield site situated in a sustainable town centre location.  

 The retention of the SSE infrastructure has presented a significant constraint to the site’s design 
and delivery, however, our proposed scheme has fully considered these constraints alongside the 
objectives set out within policy CR11g which allocates the site. The proposals would be able to 
deliver a significant quantum of new homes to assist RBC in delivering housing to meet their 
housing requirements. 

 The key benefits of the application include; 
o A high quality design led scheme including new public realm which draws on the heritage 

of the site which is supported by the Design Review Panel; 
o Delivery of 209 high quality new homes for the Borough; 
o Delivery of 42 high quality affordable homes of mixed tenure with 45% affordable rented; 
o Introduction of a new Community Café; and  
o S106 and CiL contributions totalling £2.8m for the local community. This includes a 

financial contribution for upgrading the leisure facilities at Christchurch Meadows and 
carbon offsetting; 

o Improved pedestrian and cycle connectivity to Caversham and the Thames towpath. 
o Policy compliant energy solution, which incorporates the ability to link the scheme into any 

future decentralised energy provision. 
o Full £200,000 contribution towards the cost of the new Vastern Road Crossing, linking 

Caversham directly to Reading station and town centre, via the Station Park and former 
post office sites; 

o A net biodiversity gain across the site, including significant enhancements to the 
biodiversity and planting along the River Thames; 

o Economic benefits including the creation of 1,045 construction jobs during the project both 
directly on site, and indirectly through our supply chains. 

o In addition to the jobs created training and apprenticeships for young people will be 
provided on site and via a contribution being made to the Council’s Employment Skills 
Programme; and, 

o Future proofed electric vehicle charging strategy for the site 
 
Next Steps 
 
We firmly believe that the scheme delivers a high quality solution for this disused brownfield site, and that 
the proposed solution for the north/south link is extremely well considered given the complexity of the site 
and its many constraints.  
 
This is a good scheme, and we are asking the Council to take a final balanced view on the application, and 
to determine it favourably, taking into consideration all the wider benefits delivery of this site will bring. 
Subject to the above and a timely approval, we intend to start on site later this year so that no time is 
wasted in delivering these benefits for the local community.   
 
 
Yours sincerely  

 
Caroline McHardy 
Land and Development Director 
 
Enc.  
Viability Appraisal Jan 21’ 
21_01.13 Vastern Road Executive Summary (Affordable Housing) 
BHOC.448.LA.102F Planting Framework Plan 
Photos of Marginal Vegetation (Nov 20’) 
Proposed Coir Roll Mitigation Areas 


